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“conversational design”

“conversational interfaces”



SOURCE: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IRmGZSdH2qY



What are voice-activated devices doing, really?

(Curry et al., 2018)

 THATMAN  uh (.) Alexa? (1.4) remi:nd me to fix my clock.

“remind me to fix my clock” ASR: string + confidence

action:    remind me 
variable: fix my clock NLP: parsing

“I put fix my clock on your 
todo list”

Dialogue management
TTS: vocalisation

- Interaction loop:  
- speech-to-text transcription → lexical parsing → 

dialogue management → text-to-speech 
generation 

- NOT moment-by-moment



Existing work

- Embedding device into everyday home activities, sequential organisation of 
requests to and responses from the device inc. repair (Porcheron et al., 2018) 

- Device use and moral order, categorisations (Reeves & Porcheron, 2018; 
Reeves et al., 2019) 

- Now: focus on utterances that stage and accomplish interactions with voice 
interfaces



The phenomena of interest

- Initiating actions with a voice interface 
- how do users starting ‘doing stuff’ with voice interfaces? 

- Production of talk addressed ‘to’ the device 
- repair through formulating and reformulating utterances (SJS, 1977) 
- self-repairs (Drew, Walker & Ogden, 2013) 

- Co-production of talk addressed to the device 
- co-production in a ‘general’ social organisational sense (Goodwin, 1979) 
- as sentential-sequential (Lerner, 1991; Lerner, 2004) 
- other-repairs (SJS, 1977)



- Martin gave an 
Amazon Echo to 
five households 

- Month-long 
deployments 

- Martin built a 
Conditional Voice 
Recorder (CVR)

open source!

contact Martin!



SUS  ↓Alexa?  
?    hhhhh .hhh 
CAR  heh heh (.) >she’s havin a strop< 
     ((group laughter (4.9) )) 
EMM  [(     ) 
SUS  [Alexa?  (2.0) ↑ALEXA[::! 
CAR                       [don’t def(heh)y m(h)e(heh) [ Alexa 
ALL                                                   [((group  
     laughter (2.8) )) 
LIA  <Alex:a> (1.3) Alex:a:: 
     (0.3)  
CAR  °huh huh° 
LIA  °°there y’go°° 
SUS  °thanks° (0.5) please delete marshmallows from shopping list 
     (1.4) 
ALE  I’m not quite sure how to help you with that 
     (((8.2) quiet laugher, then clattering of cutlery)) 
EMM  (         ) (0.5) m↑ard::y 
CAR  [(  )] 
LIA  [Alex]a? (1.7) you are- (.) going to have a time out. (0.3) 
     now:, (1.1) err=sit on the: [n- (.) in (the)] 
ALE                              [no timer       ]  is set. 
SUS  Oh [(0.6) uh-oh               
        [((group laughter (2.5) ))] 
LIA  sit in the naughty corner: (0.3) f’ [ten ] minutes (.) Alexa,  
CAR                                     [can-] 
LIA  ALEXA (0.2) sit in the [naughty corter] for ten [minutes   
CAR                         [ huh huh uh   ]    
EMM                                                  [huh (.) huh  
     huh co(h)rn(h)er hhh .hhhhh heh [heh eh 
ALE                                  [ten minutes (0.5 starting  
     now= 
ALL     =((group laughter)) 
     (1.0) 
SUS  ri:ght: we’ll leave her to it (0.2) d(h)eary me

SUS  so how do I tell Alex:a (1.1) that I bought some stuff  
     off my: shopping list? 
     (2.0) 
ALE  you have [three] items on your shopping [list ]  
SUS           [°oh° ]                        [↑oh: ] 
?    hu hu huh 
     (0.4) 
ALE  rosemary (1.1) marshmallow (1.1) beef 
     (0.5) 
?    huhh 
    (0.8) 
SUS  [Alexa (2.0) ] Alexa I’ve bought everything off my shopping  
                    list. 
?    [((laughter))] 
   (2.1) 
ALE  you have three items on your [shopping list (1.4)] 
?                                 [((laughter))       ] 
ALE  rosemary [ (1.2)                  marsh  mallow (1.1) beef 
CAR           [say:: (.) please delete shopping list=] 
SUS                                                 =oh 
   (1.3) 
SUS  Alexa (1.1) pl(h)ease del(h)ete shopping list=why did you not  
     just tell ↑her to delete it?= 
CAR  =hu huh (.) hu 
ALE  you can remove an item (0.2) or clear your list in the Alexa  
     app. 
     (0.3) 
SUS  ↑WHA:  
     (1.5) 
CAR  you’re the [(one) 
SUS             [↑BUT YOU WON’T DO IT FOR ME 
     (3.0) 
SUS  Alexa (.) please delete marshmallow from shopping list 
     (4.5)

Transcript: “my shopping list”
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Overview

- Initiating actions with Alexa 
- Pre-initiations 
- Failures to initiate 
- Formulating work 
- ‘Backstage’ actions 
- Competitive production
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Initiating action with Alexa (1)

- Compound format: [ wake word + question / directive ] 
- Pause: interaction loop (~1-3 seconds); then Alexa vocalised response 

- (speech-to-text transcription → lexical parsing → dialogue management → text-to-
speech generation)

22 SUS  Alexa (1.1) pl(h)ease del(h)ete shopping list=why did you not  
23      just tell ↑her to delete it?= 
24 CAR  =hu huh (.) hu 
25 ALE  you can remove an item (0.2) or clear your list in the Alexa  
26      app.



Initiating action with Alexa (2)

- Utterances ‘treated as’ initiating actions by Alexa but doing different stuff for 
participants 
- “Alexa” + “my shopping list” 

- Voice interfaces as ‘greedy’ listeners

01 SUS  so how do I tell Alex:a (1.1) that I bought some stuff  
02      off my: shopping list? 
03      (2.0) 
04 ALE  you have [three] items on your shopping [list ]  
05 SUS           [°oh° ]                        [↑oh: ]



01 NIK  Alexa: (0.8) shut up. 
02       (0.8) 
03 ISA  H↑E:Yuh (0.5) Alex(h)a (.) Nikos apologises for being so  
04      rude 
05 ALE  hi there

Initiating action with Alexa (3) - New Year’s Party

- Initiations constructed in compound format but doing something else, e.g., 
jokes about the device 

- The moral order of “Alexa talk”



Pre-initiations of action (1) - Beat the Intro

- Pre-initiation 
- Topicalises an interactional project by Susan

01 SUS  >I’d like< to play beat the intro in a minute 
02 LIA  [oh no::. 
03 SUS  [↑Alexa, [(1.1) beat the in[tro 
04 CAR           [yeah 
05 LIA                             [no::::::::::::::::::::::: 
06 CAR                             [(0.6)  it’s mother’s day?



Pre-initiations of action (2)

- Different pre-initiation: 
request for help 

- Carl’s response

SUS  so how do I tell Alex:a (1.1) that I bought some stuff  
     off my: shopping list? 
     (2.0) 
ALE  you have [three] items on your shopping [list ]  
SUS           [°oh° ]                        [↑oh: ] 
?    hu hu huh 
     (0.4) 
ALE  rosemary (1.1) marshmallow (1.1) beef 
     (0.5) 
?    huhh 
     (0.8) 
SUS  [Alexa (2.0) ] Alexa I’ve bought everything off my shopping  
                    list. 
?    [((laughter))] 
     (2.1) 
ALE  you have three items on your [shopping list (1.4)] 
?                                 [((laughter))       ] 
ALE  rosemary [ (1.2)                  marsh  mallow (1.1) beef 
CAR           [say:: (.) please delete shopping list=] 
SUS                                                 =oh
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Failures to initiate actions (1)

- Restart: repeating the wake word component 
- Sensitivity to the duration of Alexa’s pause 

→ sensitivity towards ways in which to do “Alexa talk”

12 SUS  [Alexa (2.0)] Alexa I’ve bought everything off my shopping  
13      list.



Failures to initiate actions (2)

- Strategies for repair: differing prosody and volume

40 SUS  [Alexa?  (2.0) ↑ALEXA[::! 
41 CAR                       [don’t def(heh)y m(h)e(heh) [ Alexa



Formulating compound TCUs to initiate actions with Alexa

- “Self-repairs give us direct access to the alternative designs considered by 
speakers” 
- as experiments with different courses of action (Drew, Walker & Ogden, 2013)

LIA  [Alex]a? (1.7) you are- (.) going to have a time out. (0.3) 
     now:, (1.1) err=sit on the: [n- (.) in (the)] 
ALE                              [no timer       ]  is set. 
SUS  Oh [(0.6) uh-oh               
        [((group laughter (2.5) ))] 
LIA  sit in the naughty corner: (0.3) f’ [ten ] minutes (.) Alexa,  
CAR                                      [can-] 
LIA  ALEXA (0.2) sit in the [naughty corter] for ten [minutes   
CAR                         [ huh huh uh   ]    
EMM                                                  [huh (.) huh  
     huh co(h)rn(h)er hhh .hhhhh heh [heh eh 
ALE                                  [ten minutes (0.5 starting  
     now
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‘Backstage’ actions (1)

- Producing “Alexa talk” 
- Orientation to prosodic etc. features that distinguish “Alexa talk” with 

sequentially proximate conversation 
- ‘Backstage’: participants establishing how to speak with and around device

22 SUS  Alexa (1.1) pl(h)ease del(h)ete shopping list=why did you not  
23      just tell ↑her to delete it?=

19 ALE  rosemary [ (1.2)                  marsh  mallow (1.1) beef 
20 CAR           [say:: (.) please delete shopping list=]



‘Backstage’ actions (2) - Beat the Intro

- ‘Backstage’ work to pre-empt 2nd component and course correct

01 EMM  Alexa (.) [(1.0)                       play beat the intro 
02 CAR            [is it called beat the intro?



‘Backstage’ actions (3) - Wuthering Heights

- Rob providing resource for Joanne’s ongoing production of Alexa-directed 
utterance 

- Orientation by Rob to ‘disfluencies’ as they are produced

01 JOA  who- Alexa? (1.0) who sin:gs: 
02      (0.3) 
03 ROB  °wuh- (.) Wuthering Heights° 
04 JOA  Wuthering Heights 
05      (1.8) 
06 ALE  Wuthering Heights is by Kate Bush



Collaborative actions

- Co-production of a directive to Alexa split across the wake word 
- Alexa compound turn construction provides in the course of its production, 

features for its completion by others

LIA  <Alex:a> (1.3) <Alex:a::> 
     (0.3)  
CAR  °huh huh° 
LIA  °°there y’go°° 
SUS  °thanks° (0.5) please delete marshmallows from shopping list 
     (1.4) 
ALE  I’m not quite sure how to help you with that
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Competitive production compound TCUs

- Competitive production of compound turn-constructional units being 
employed to address the device 

- Surfaces matters of entitlement to address the device

01 EMM  Alexa 
02 SUS  no hold on a minute= 
03 EMM                     =resume [RESUME music=] 
04 SUS                             [Alexa Alexa  ]=oh: 
05 ALE  ((music starts playing))



Reflections

[ wake-word + question / directive ]
- “Any turn unit which in the course of its construction projects a [preliminary 

component + final component] turn format (i.e., a compound turn format) 
constitutes a compound turn-constructional unit.” (Lerner, 1991) 
- Alexa requests as a restricted class of compound turn-constructional units 
- 2nd part is not like the endlessness of final components of “if X—then Y” / “when X—

then Y” forms 
- utterances-in-progress act as INPUT to the device not ‘conversation’ 
- voice interfaces suggest far more restricted forms (and considerable fitting work by 

participants) - developing “Alexa talk”



Reflections

- Implications for conversation analysis(?) & CA of voice-activated devices 
- voice-activated interactive systems are a moving target, but… 
- 1. users leveraging methods from everyday talk and rebuilding them for device-

addressed-talk 
- 2. impact of “Alexa talk” upon talk’s sequential organisation 
- what are the implications of this? 

- Tensions: what role do understandings of underlying mechanisms and system 
logs have in analysis? 
- what constitutes unique adequacy / vulgar competence in this domain? 
- the effect of these mechanisms is discovered by participants


